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:_: .-_.2 ._._ :r:.-

dynamic pressurg-;_pgf _," ".
4. * f_ -

wing area, ft 2 '" ".....

free-stream tunnel -zel0city , ft/sec

longitudinal vd0citY component of

local measured-_flow, .ft/sec

rms longitudinal vel0city component

of local flow, ft/sec

velocity, ft/sec

tunnel-circuit widtff at indicated
station, ft

longiiudinal distarfce referenced to

station 0, ft

vertical distance above tunnel floor,
ft or in.

angle of attack, deg

'angle of sideslip, deg

angle between flo0rand ceiling, deg

knuckle angle, deg

angle of vertical strut at station 40,

deg

angle between opposite Walls, deg

diffuser equivalent cone angle, '

/ A 1/2 A 1/2 )2 tan -1 _ LTr1/2 ,

Abbreviations:

RAD. radius

RTC rotor test cell

rms " root mean square

Sta. tunnel station

T.E. trailing edge

General Description of Facility

The Wind Tunnel

The Langley 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic _I_nnel,

shown in figure 1, is a closed-circuit, single-return,

atmospheric wind tunnel with a maximum speed

of about 338 ft/sec. The maximum unit Reynolds

number is 2.1 x 106 per foot. The test section can

be operated in a variety of configurations to minimize

aerodynamic wall interference on the model. A

schematic of the tunnel is shown in figure 2, and
cross-sectional areas of the closed test section are

presented in table 1. A general sketch showing

the location of the major components of the tunnel

is presented in figure 3. All the stations (Sta.)

presented are referenced to station 0 which i,_ the

beginning of the test section. Detailed coordinate

parameters defining the shapes of the first diffuser

and the contraction section are presented in tables 2

and 3, respectively.

Settling chamber and contraction. Good flow

quality is an essential element of the 14- by 22-
Foot Tunnel. Low levels of test-section turbulence

are achieved through the combined effects of a fan

diffuse r grid, a flow-straightening honeycomb, four
antiturbulence screens, and a 9-to-1 contraction ra-

tio. The square-mesh grid shown in figure 4 is located

at the end of the fourth diffuser to reduce flow sepa-
ration and provide uniform flow with low turbulence

• ...... _ downstream of the fan in the fourth diffuser. The

A/B afterbody sting _ ' :- " .¢ -: _y'_honeyc0mb and screens are located upstream of the
BLRS boundaryAayer_femdvai: systein. ;.i_:_( -.?@:::_o:i_-_t:_sectidn in the set tiing chamber that is 57 ft wide

. ;Y!L;_ ;::>_:: %" _:_ '_ :- :_' :::L_ i_):;-_)_- :_.]5_-750: ff:_high (fig. 5). The honeycomb has 0 375-in

• .:_ :-:)::-:L.':-_*-.C-__%-,/:-:_::c".. :' .:':.:2:_-.--.::;'._ ,,,-;_,nexagonal CellS anti is o m. deep• ±ne Iour screens

dla.- " ,:,i-dlameter_ _.f.2_-_.z_;,_. -" .'--.. :,-. ,;.i_-.7-;x_.are.loca_ed 30 39 46 and 53 in., respectively down-

... v, >" ::-i23,;_-_:..-. _:Lg-_-'.:'..o°.:._/:..'. %'_ _.(-_:.:i___ ?_:_;stLe_ifi/.:bf..the honeycofnb. The geometric character-

"" :/(:_;,"-.-'.:_Ng_:_';-);_'_-_:2"-ff_-,_ ": "::! ":_,':"Yd-r.:_'_i_ _lSl_lCS_OIl;lle screens are given In cnar_ _.

L.E. :leadmg_edge_-",:-,-:-;:'_ _'<_,:3.-.- -" :-- .< '/.. _-::.."::_2i-?.25-:.. ' - Chart A

LV - .;-lasegVelohimet_er;5:::_ :(; " -:. " :_.'--::_<--_&- .:_.'""-- .i- _

- ":-_._2!: :-i.__-_::!_:-_--,::!\;:-_:_:? _- :" :-::: '=_:--:;_ J:- ._ i- -' - ' " _ " Wire diameter, Porosity,
MPA " ,mbit_l_gpafatiisrL/_rea; .... L- _ -:-1--,;_ . " -Lqz_?:,e.- " ..... ercent

max madimum "_'_ ""...... :"- ....... 1- 15 0.0120 67
2 20 •0080 70

O.D. outside diameter 3 22 •0075 70

OPT. optional 4 25 .0065 70

2
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Summary

The Langley 1_- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel is a closed-circuit,

single-return, atmospheric wind tunnel with a test section that can be

operated in a variety of configurations--closed, slotted, partially open,

and open. The closed test-section configuration is 14.5ft high by 21.75ft

wide by 50 fl long with a maximum speed of about 338 fl/sec. The

open test-section configuration, which has a maximum speed of about

270 ft/sec, is formed by raising the ceiling and walls to form a floor-

only configuration. The tunnel may be configured with a moving-belt

ground plane and a floor boundary-layer removal system at the entrance

to the test section for ground-effects testing. In addition, the tunnel has

a two-component laser velocimeter, a frequency-modulated tape system

for dynamic data acquisition, flow-visualization equipment, and acoustic

testing capabilities. This report provides users of the 14- by 22-Foot

Subsonic Tunnel with information required for planning experimental

investigations including the use of test hardware and model support

systems.

Introduction

The need for obtaining an improved understand-

ing of the aerodynamics of vertical/short takeoff and

landing (V/STOL) aircraft configurations, and the

unusual test requirements associated with V/STOL

aerodynamic research, led in 1970 to the design and

construction of the Langley 14 -by 22-Foot Subsonic

Tunnel (initially named the V/STOL Tunnel and

later the 4- by 7-Meter Tunnel). This facility was

designed to address two critical problems encoun-

tered in previous V/STOL testing in conventional
wind tunnels. The first of these problems was the

distortion of the tunnel flow resulting from the strong

downwash generated by the V/STOL model lift fans

or jets. The second was the interaction of the floor
boundary layer with the vertical or forward-facing

propulsion flow components from the model in such a A1

way as to render conventional wall corrections mean-
ingless. The tunnel was designed to accommodate A2

wall effects with a large test section to provide a large AR
ratio of test-section size to model size. Variable test-

section configurations were designed to minimize the b

effects of the walls and model-generated downwash. CL
These configurations include the following: a fully
closed test section, a closed test section with slotted cr

walls, a test section with either one or both sidewalls FD,b
removed, and an open test section closed only on the

floor. A boundary-layer removal system and moving- h

belt ground plane were designed to prevent the for-

mation of a floor boundary layer in the test section L
and provide a uniform vertical velocity distribution

for ground-effects testing. Ps

The Langley 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel is

also ideally suited for low-speed tests to determine

high-lift stability and control, aerodynamic perfor-
mance, rotorcraft acoustics, turboprop performance,

and basic wake and flow field surveys. An exten-

sive flow improvement modification was completed

in 1985 to provide better flow distribution and to re-

duce turbulence levels (refs. 1-3).

The purpose of this paper is to provide general

information necessary for planning experimental in-

vestigations in the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel. A gen-

eral tunnel description and the flow characteristics

are provided with detailed user information on in-

strumentation, data acquisition, test hardware, and

specialized auxiliary equipment.

Symbols

area at location 1, ft 2

area at location 2, ft 2

aspect ratio

wing span, ft

lift coefficient, Lift/q_S

root chord, ft

drag-force correction to balance, lbf

tunnel-circuit height at indicated

station, ft

centerline length, ft

static pressure, psf



Thefloor,ceiling,andwallshave3-in-highfair-
ingsto coverthe supporthardwarefor the honey-
combandscreens.

Test section. The test section is 50 ft long

and may be operated in a closed configuration or in
any of several open configurations. The maximum

speed for the closed configuration is 338 ft/sec, and

the maximum speed for the fully open configuration

is 270 ft/sec. In the closed configuration, the test

section is 21.75 ft wide by 14.50 ft high (fig. 6). The
tunnel has two test bays; the center of the front

bay is located at station 17.75 and the center of

the rear bay is located at station 40. The model

support cart shown in figure 6 can be installed in

either bay. The test-section walls, ceiling, and floor

have continuous longitudinal slots with adjustable

covers that may be opened to reduce wall effects

on research models. The wall and ceiling slots are

shown fully closed in figure 7. The slot opening can

be varied to provide ventilation areas ranging from 0

to 10.48 percent of the total test-section wall, ceiling,

and floor surface area. In general, the model size

dictates the use of the slots. A large model could

use the slots and apply no wall corrections, whereas
a small model could be tested without the use of

either the slots or the wall corrections. This method

of minimizing wall effects was suggested in reference 4

and was explored in detail in reference 5. The test-

section sidewalls have a divergence of approximately

0.1 ° from front to back to allow for boundary-layer

growth. There are numerous observation windows in

both walls, and the walls and ceiling are all equipped

with high-intensity lights for photographic, filming,

and video needs. The open test-section configuration

(fig. 8) was incorporated into the tunnel design to aid

in reducing vertical interference effects for powered-
lift aircraft or helicopter lifting systems by providing

for recirculation-free testing (ref. 6). For the open

configuration, the ceiling and sidewalls are raised to
a height Of 24.5 ft above the test-section floor, and

the flow collector, shown in figures 9(a) and 9(b), is

moved into the proper position.
The test section is housed within a :test chamber

that is 61.6 ft high by 77 ft wide by- 82 ft long. This

chamber is designed to maintain a cbnstant static

pressure on the research models being investigated.
The chamber walls are lined with acoustic panels

that provide a sound absorption coefficient of approx-
imately 0.95. The acoustic panels are constructed of

a fibrous glass inner core wrapped in fiberglass cloth

No. 1526. The inner core is sandwichedbetween per-

forated sheets of 22-gauge zinc-coated steel, and the

panels are mounted in specially-designed channels at-

tached to the test chamber structure. A close-up

view of these acoustic panels is shown in figure 9(c).

Power section and drive fan. Test-section

airflow is produced by a 40-ft-diameter, nine-bladed

fan (fig. 10(a)) that is powered by a 6650-hp,

three-phase alternating-current (ac) induction motor

mounted in tandem with a 1350-hp direct-current

(dc) motor. Both are variable-speed motors on a

common shaft with the fixed-pitch fan. These motors

are housed inside the nacelle shown in figure 10(b).

The test-section wind speed is controlled by varying
the fan speed. The two motors can be operated to-

gether to provide full power, or the dc motor may be

operated alone for low-speed testing. In the single-

motor operation (dc motor only), the fan can be
operated up to 145 rpm, which corresponds to a test-

section dynamic pressure of 35 psf in the closed test-

section configuration. In tandem operation, the ac

motor starts automatically at a fan speed of 80 rpm.
The fan blades are 40 ft in diameter less a nominal

0.25-in. gap for radial clearance between the tip of

the blade and the tunnel wall. The blades incorpo-
rate Clark-Y airfoil sections and are made of lam-

inated spruce with a protective fiberglass cover on

the leading edge. The fan hub is 13.33 ft in diameter

and is supported on bearings that are on the ends of

the fan drive shaft inside the nacelle. The spinner is

a low-drag cowl that turns with the blades.

Support Areas

Control and data acquisition rooms. The

control room is located adjacent to the test sec-

tion as shown in figure 2. All functions associ-

ated with a test, including the control of the tun-

nel, model attitude, auxiliary compressed air, and

variable-frequency electric-motor power systems, are

controlled from this room. A photograph of the cur-

rent control room is presented in figure 11. Televi-
sion cameras and monitors are available for viewing

the test section while the tunnel is running. A data

acquisition room is located adjacent to the control
room and contains the computer systems necessary

for tunnel operation, data acquisition, and off-line

data processing.

Model preparation areas. The pretest model

assembly and posttest disassembly are done in the

model preparation area (MPA) as shown in fig-

ure 2. Four model carts complete with model sup-

port systems are available for model assembly. The

model is completely assembled and all components

are checked for proper fit. In the MPA all instrumen-

tation is installed, checked, and calibrated. There

are four buildup test sites in the MPA. Common

instrumentation interfaces are provided with quick
connections at all sites. In addition, static tests of

powered models can be accomplished at these sites.

3



Whenthemodelis scheduledfor tunneltesting,the
model,instrumentation,andcartaremovedasaunit
into the test section.In the tunnelthe top of the
modelcart becomespart of thetestsection(floor).

Rotor test cell. Another part of the model

preparation area is the rotor test cell (RTC). The

RTC is a high-bay area that is 69 ft high by 42 ft

wide by 48 ft long with a steel chain link fence around

the walls; it is arranged specifically for the buildup

and testing of powered rotor models in hover. Two
walls of the RTC have louvers that can be opened
to alleviate some of the recirculation of air from

the hovering rotor. The ambient temperature and

pressure, as well as the dew point, are measured

by instrumentation located in the RTC. The model

instrumentation is connected through the in-house

cabling to the data acquisition system.

Aerodynamic Characteristics

Airflow Control and Measurement

Tunnel airj_ow control. A number of devices

for controlling and conditioning the tunnel airflow are

located throughout the tunnel circuit. An adjustable
air intake in the first diffuser and a fixed-area exhaust

exit just upstream of the third corner, as shown in

figure 2, are used for tunnel temperature control.
The tunnel also has a set of flow-control vanes

located between the first and second corners. These

vanes open to permit maximum airflow and close to

restrict airflow in a manner similar to that of split

flaps on a wing (fig. 12). The vanes are designed with

symmetrical airfoil-shaped struts with a 9-ft chord

to withstand a dynamic pressure of 40 psf normal to

the surface. These vanes provide a large, controllable
flow resistance in the tunnel circuit to assist in low-

speed operation. The increased resistance requires

that the drive-fan speed be increased to achieve a

given velocity in the test section. The resulting

increase in fan operating speed allows more precise

control of the desired low test-section speed. For

test-section speeds greater than about 59 ft/sec, the

flow-control vanes are normally not used. The vanes

are also used to close the tunnel circuit to prevent

circulation of airflow during static tests of powered
models.

Each vane has a trailing-edge flap that was added

to improve the turning of the flow so that the flow
would remain attached to the inner wall downstream

of the second corner. The trailing-edge flap (flow

deflector), which was designed to be 1.5 ft long and

to deflect 25 ° , is most effective at high speed (above

59 ft/see) when the flow-control vanes are fully open,

as shown in figure 12(c). When the flow-control vanes

are closed to improve low-speed control, the trailing-

edge flaps are in the wake of the flow-control vanes

and their effects are essentially removed, as shown in

figure 12(d).

All four corners of the tunnel have fixed turning

vanes that are designed to guide the airflow around

the turns to minimize losses and to improve the flow

quality of the tunnel. Table 4 gives the number

of vanes, their spacing, and the relative porosity

for each of the corners. Figure 13 shows a debris-

catching screen located across the lower one-third of

the second-corner turning vanes to prevent any large

foreign object from contact with the fan blades.

Tunnel speed measurements. As previously

discussed, test-section wind speed, and therefore dy-

namic pressure, is controlled by varying the tunnel

fan speed. Tests are generally conducted at constant

dynamic pressure or velocity. The dynamic pressure

in the test section is monitored by using both a static

pressure probe located 12 ft upstream of the test

section and a total pressure probe located 59.4 ft

upstream of the test section in the settling cham-
ber (2 ft downstream of the last turbulence screen).

Photographs of both pressure probes are presented in

figure 14. The upstream location of the static port

was chosen to minimize any effects from model re-
circulation flow interference. The static and total

pressure probes are connected to a precision 208.8-

psf differential, fused-quartz, bourdon pressure trans-

ducer with a digital readout. This transducer has

a measured accuracy of =/=0.08 psf of the full-scale

reading. The instrument is located in the control

room and displays the differential pressure between

the static and total pressure readings, which is re-

ferred to herein as the indicated dynamic pressure

(qind)' This indicated dynamic pressure is related

to the actual dynamic pressure of the test section

by means of calibration curves that have been de-

termined for the different test-section configurations

(ref. 7). The pressure transducer readings are input

continually to the computer system and corrected for

instrument error and environmental factors. Displays

of corrected test-section dynamic pressure as well as

computed test-section velocity are both available on

the operator console. The velocity corrections in-

clude the effects of changes in tunnel temperature

and density.

Flow Characteristics

Test-section static pressure distribution.

Wind speeds for testing in the 14- by 22-Foot Tun-

nel are established by setting an indicated dynamic



pressurethat hasbeencalibratedasa functionof
measureddynamicpressurein thetestsection,asdis-
cussedin theprevioussection.Theratioofqind to qoo

is a constant value and changes only with a change of

tunnel configuration (open or closed) or with the use

of the boundary-layer removal system. Each tunnel

configuration has been independently calibrated.

During the calibration, a centerline probe with

streamwise static pressure orifices (fig. 15) was used

to determine the longitudinal static pressure gradi-

ent. The probe extended from a point 20 ft inside the
contraction section rearward to the end of the test

section. A structural support at tunnel station 54
held the back end of the probe while three sets of

cables supported the rest of the probe, as shown in

the photograph presented in figure 15(b). The tunnel

was clear of all items except for support hardware.

The five configurations tested were: (1) a closed test

section, (2) a closed test section using boundary-layer

suction, (3) an open test section (ceiling and walls
removed), (4) an open test section using boundary-

layer suction, and (5) a closed test section with only

ceiling slots open. This last configuration was used

for overhead flow-visualization observations and pho-

tographic documentation.

Centerline static pressure measurements were

made for the tunnel-empty condition to determine

the dynamic pressure distribution in the streamwise
direction. Results of these tests are presented in fig-

ures 16-20 as plots of local static pressure versus tun-
nel longitudinal location at several tunnel speeds. In-

creasing the tunnel speed resulted in an increase in

static pressure gradient for all the closed test-section

configurations (figs. 16-18).

Predicted longitudinal static pressures computed

using the inviscid numerical method described in ref-
erence 8 are compared with a measured dynamic

pressure in figure 19. The predicted curve has a

slight pressure gradient opposite in direction from
the measured gradient because of the divergence in
the tunnel sidewalls. The data indicated that for the

tunnel to be relieved of the pressure gradient, the

tunnel walls need higher divergence angles. Center-
line static pressure data were obtained with the cen-

terline probe for test-section dynamic pressures up to

140 psf for the closed test-section configuration and

for dynamic pressures up to 90 psf for the open test-

section configuration. For each test-section dynamic

pressure, a first-order, least-squares curve fit was ap-

plied to the static pressure data obtained between

tunnel stations 5 and 30. The resulting static pres-

sure variations were plotted against test-section dy-

namic pressure in figure 20(a) for closed test-section

configurations. The pressure distribution along the
centerline of the test section was also measured with

the boundary-layer removal system operational and

with all slots closed as shown in figure 20(b). The

static pressure variations for the closed test-section

configuration with ceiling slots open are presented

against free-stream dynamic pressure in figure 20(c).

Since the angle in the walls, ceiling, and floor

geometry cannot be changed, the tunnel user must

mathematically correct the drag component of the
model tested as described in reference 7 or as shown

in the following equation:

Ops
AFD'b = _x x Model volume

where Ops/OX is obtained from figure 20, depending

on the test-section configuration.

The open test-section configuration shown in fig-

ures 21 and 22 has essentially zero pressure gradient

as expected.

Comparison of centerline and wall pres-
sures. Static pressure wall data for the closed test-

section configuration along with the eenterline probe

data are presented in figure 23 for tunnel station -50

(in the contraction cone) to station 100 (in the first

diffuser). The data show that as the flow acceler-

ates through the final portion of the contraction cone,

the velocity at the centerline is less than that at the

sidewalls of the tunnel. This lower dynamic pressure

at the centerline is caused by the large nacelle that

houses the drive motor. From tunnel station 0 (the

entrance to the test section) to station 30, however,

there is very good agreement between the wall data

and the centerline probe data, and it is in this area

that the buoyancy effect in the test section can be
seen. A least-squares curve fit through the centerline

probe data reveals that between tunnel stations 5

and 30 the static pressure decreases 0.0959 psf/ft.
Static pressure data from the centerline probe grad-

ually decrease from tunnel station 30 to station 40 as

the free-stream flow adjusts to the effects from the

3-ft slot opening between tunnel stations 37 and 40.

Static pressure begins to increase as the flow enters
the diffuser at tunnel station 50.

Static pressure data showing the free-stream flow

behavior through the test section for the open test-

section configuration are presented in figure 24. The

same lower dynamic pressure is seen at the centerline

in the final portion of the contraction cone as seen for

the cloSed test-section configuration. A least-squares

curve fit for pressure data between tunnel stations 5

and 30 reveals that the static pressure decreases

0.0076 psf/ft. As expected, this amount is much less

than that for the closed test-section configuration.

A decreased static pressure is seen at the entrance.
to the diffuser because of the entrainment of test



chamberair into the freestreambetweenthe flow
collectorandthediffuser.

An additionaltunnelconfigurationinvestigated
was the closedtest-sectionconfigurationwith the
test-sectionceilingslotsopen. Staticpressuredata
showingthebehavioroftheflowthroughthetestsec-
tion for thisconfigurationarepresentedin figure25.
Thesedataareverysimilar to thosefor the closed
test-sectionconfigurationexceptthat betweentunnel
stations5 and30,the staticpressuredecreasesonly
0.0757psf/ft. It isexpectedthat thestaticpressure
gradientwouldbelessfor thisconfigurationbecause
the boundary-layerbuildupon the ceilingis being
relievedthroughtheslots.Decreasedstaticpressure
isseenat theentranceto the diffuserbecauseof the
entrainmentof testchamberair into the freestream
betweentheflowcollectorandthediffuser.

Circuit static pressure distribution. Static

pressure data have been obtained around the entire
wind-tunnel circuit on both the outer and inner walls

to document the static pressure distribution. Val-

ues of the static pressure around the tunnel circuit
are presented for the closed test-section configuration

in figure 26. These data are presented for a test-

section dynamic pressure of 70 psf as determined by

the calibration curve. The static pressure data show
a smooth acceleration of the flow in the contraction

cone with a good correlation between the outer and
inner walls. As the free stream enters the test sec-

tion, however, there is a slight disturbance at tunnel

station 0. This is a result of a gap in the tunnel
circuit where the contraction cone ends and the test

section begins. The flow accelerates slightly through

the test section, as will be discussed in detail later,

and then increases to its highest velocity at tunnel

station 40. The pressure drop that appears at tun-

nel station 40 results from a 3-ft slot opening (be-

tween tunnel stations 37 and 40) on the wall and

ceiling slots. At this location, the low pressure in the
test section entrains airflow from the test chamber.

This inflow of test chamber air decreases the effec-

tive cross-sectional area and therefore increases the

velocity of the free stream at station 40. The flow

decelerates smoothly through the first diffuser; how-

ever, a slight decrease in pressure occurs on the outer
wall of the tunnel at the location of the flow-control

vanes. This decrease is due to the flow deflectors on

the trailing edge of the flow-control vanes which cre-
ate the effect of camber and thus increase the flow

velocity on the outer-wall side of the vanes.

A pressure rise of approximately 19 psf occurs

across the drive fan at tunnel station 352. A very

slight decrease in pressure is seen downstream of

the fan as the flow accelerates past the nacelle and

its support fairings. Maximum static pressure in
the tunnel circuit occurs near the end of the fourth

diffuser just upstream of the grid, thus indicating

that the grid is effectively producing the desired

high-pressure region. The static pressure decreases

slightly just downstream of the grid and remains

relatively constant until the flow begins to accelerate
at the entrance to the contraction cone.

A similar plot of static pressure around the tunnel

circuit is presented for the open test-section configu-

ration in figure 27. These data are also presented for

a test-section dynamic pressure of 70 psf. The flow in

the contraction cone appears to be the same as that

for the closed test-section configuration except that

it is a little smoother as it approaches tunnel sta-
tion 0. The movable test-section walls extend into

the first diffuser up to tunnel station 68, and there-

fore there are no static pressure wall data until tun-

nel station 70. However, at tunnel station 70 there

is a large difference in static pressure (approximately

14 psf) when compared with the closed test-section

configuration. This difference results from the en-
trainment of air from the test chamber into the free

stream through the gap between the flow collector
and the diffuser. The inflow of air acts to decrease the

effective cross-sectional area seen by the free stream

and produces the lowest static pressure in the tunnel
circuit. The flow around the remainder of the tun-

nel circuit behaves in a manner similar to that for

the closed test-section configuration with the excep-

tion of the pressure rise across the drive fan. The

static pressure increase across the drive fan is ap-

proximately 11 psf greater for the open test-section

configuration than for the closed test-section config-

uration. This difference illustrates the greater work

load required of the drive fan when the wind tunnel

is operated in the open test-section configuration.

Tunnel flow angularity. An indication of flow

angularity has been determined with an NACA 0012

unswept, uncambered, elliptical wing model (fig. 28).

The model was sting mounted to a six-component

strain gauge balance in the front bay of the tun-

nel test section (fig. 29). Aerodynamic forces and

moments were measured for the model in the up-

right and inverted positions at a dynamic pressure of
60 lb/ft 2 through an angle-of-attack range from -6 °
to 6 ° . Half the difference between the measured lift

curves indicates an integrated upwash flow (vertical

flow) of 0.15 ° (fig. 30). Figure 30(b) shows the up-

wash as a function of tunnel dynamic pressure. The
side flow was determined in a similar manner with

the use of a yaw mechanism at a dynamic pressure of

60 lb/ft 2 (fig. 31). Figure 31(b) shows the side flow

as a function of tunnel dynamic pressure. These lift



curvesindicatea flowangularityof 0.44of sideflow
(comingfromright to left lookingupstream).

Boundary layer of test-section floor. Floor

velocity profiles were determined from total pressure

measurements obtained with a 30-in. total pressure

rake. Simultaneous static pressure measurements

were made by a separate probe located to one side

of the rake and at a nominal height of 30 in. above

the test-section floor. The general arrangement of

the total pressure rake in this test section is shown

in figure 32. The total pressure measurements were

made at dynamic pressures of 20 to 100 lbf/ft 2 at
a tunnel station 17.75 ft from the entrance to the

test section. All the pressure data were obtained by

means of electrically scanned pressure (ESP) mod-
ules described in the instrumentation section of this

paper.

The boundary layer for the closed configuration

was measured both with and without the boundary-

layer removal system (BLRS) operating. Data with-
out the use of the BLRS are presented in figure 33

and demonstrate that models should not be posi-

tioned less than 10 in. above the floor at any test

configuration. The BLRS is designed to eliminate as
much of the boundary layer as possible for ground-

effects tests or for models in close proximity to the

floor because of configuration setup (for example, a

semispan model). The results of figure 33(b) show

that the boundary-layer height was reduced to about

2 in. with the BLRS operating. These data were

measured from the boundary-layer rake presented in
table 5.

Tunnel turbulence. Figure 34 presents lon-

gitudinal turbulence intensity as a function of

dynamic pressure for the closed test-section con-
figuration. The data were obtained using a sin-

gle normal-wire probe located on the tunnel center-
line of a station 17.8 ft from the entrance to the

test section. The probe-used a 0.00015-in-diameter

platinum-coated tungsten wire that was 0.050 in.

long. The longitudinal turbulence intensity varies

from approximately 0.3 to 0.1 percent over the dy-

namic pressure range presented.

The longitudinal turbulence intensity for the open
test section is presented in figure 35. The hot-wire

probe and location are exactly the same as for the

closed test-section data. Generally, the turbulence

level for the open test section is about 0.25 percent

throughout the dynamic pressure range presented.

Model Support Systems

The wide variety of model configurations tested

in the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel has resulted in the

development of a variety of support systems, stings,

and balances as illustrated in figures 36-42. Each

model support cart is designed as a stand-alone unit

so that sting and model buildup, instrumentation

checkout, and posttest model disassembly can be

accomplished outside the test section. These features
are essential because the elaborate instrumentation

used on large models makes setup and checkout inside

the test section prohibitive in terms of the tunnel

occupancy time.

Model Support Carts 1 and 2

Model support carts 1 and 2 are shown in fig-

ure 36. Both carts are similar in design and consist

of a support carriage, rotating turntable, and mov-

able vertical-sting support mast. The carts each have

a gear-driven pitch mechanism, which has the capa-

bility of pitching the model from -14 ° to 14 °, and a

chain-driven yaw mechanism, which has the capabil-

ity of yawing the model from -170 ° to 170 °.

The elevation or height adjustment of the model

is accomplished by raising the mast using an elec-

trically driven jack-screw mechanism on cart 1 and

a hydraulically actuated mechanism on cart 2. The
vertical motion capability on both units is 79 in. A

fixed insert is available to provide an additional 15 in.

in height for the entire sting assembly. The vertical
drive mechanism can move the model from floor level

to a position slightly above the tunnel centerline in

a period of approximately 1 minute.

The model support carts each weigh approxi-

mately 80000 lb and are moved to and from the

model preparation area (MPA) on four air-bearing
assemblies. The carts are raised into either the front

or aft test bay by hydraulic lifts and, when mounted

in place, the support cart becomes the floor of the
test section.

Hardware for Model Support
Carts 1 and 2

A variety of different sting arrangements are avail-

able for use on model support carts 1 and 2 as shown

by the support hardware presented in figures 37--

40. Two types of strain gauge balances are used

most frequently in models tested in the 14- by 22-

Foot Tunnel and they are referred to as 708-type and

729-type balances. Load ranges for several of these

balances are given in table 6. Several sting systems

have been designed so that the end of the sting will

attach directly to one of these two balance types.

Examples of these systems are shown in their com-

pletely assembled form in figure 37. This is not to

say that only models using these two balances can be

tested on these sting systems. Many other balances
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maybeused,andit is commonfor specialadaptive
hardwareto bebuilt for modelsthat havenotbeen
testedpreviouslyin the 14-by22-FootTunnel.

Angle-of-attackrangesotherthanthat from-14°
to 14° areobtainedwith angledsectionsreferredto
as"knuckles".Theknucklesareusedto producean
angularoffsetin orderto changetheendpointsfor
amodelangle-of-attackrangeoryaw-anglerange.A
descriptivesketchof a knuckleanda list of knuckles
availablefor usearepresentedin figure38.

A widevarietyof modelsupportstingshavebeen
fabricatedandareavailable.Examplesof someof
thestraightandbentstingsavailablearepresentedin
figures39and40.Thesestingsarein severallengths
and typicallyhavea diameterof 2 to 3 in. at the
pointwherethestingwouldnormallyentertheback
of a model.Certainmodelsrequirethe useof high-
pressureair to simulatepropulsionor to runvarious
othersystems.Stingsdesignedspecificallyfor use
with suchmodelsarereferredto as "airstings"and
areshownin figure40. In additionto thetwobent
air stingsshownin figure40, thereis a straightair
sting.All the air stingscanbelengthened18in. by
attachinganextensionto themodelendof thesting.

Prior to testinga modelthat useshigh-pressure
air, thebalanceto beusedmustbebenchcalibrated
with thesourceair lineattached.Thebenchcalibra-
tiontaskusuallyrequiresabout8weeksto complete.
Severalbalanceandstingcombinationshavealready
beencalibratedandarereadyfor immediateuse.

Both modelsupportcarts 1 and 2 arecapable
of supportinga modelat theendof a 22.25-ftsting
systemasshownin figure37. Themaximumallow-

Chart

ableloadat the modelcenterof gravityis 4000lb
in the verticalplaneand 3500lb in the horizontal
plane.Thesevaluesarefor a total loadconsistingof
a steadycomponentplusa dynamiccomponent,as
wellasthedeadweightof themodel.

High-a Vertical Strut

Special high-angle-of-attack (high-c_), vertical-
strut model support systems are available for attach-

ment to model suplSort cart 2 (fig. 41) to achieve
angles of attack greater than 28 ° . The model is

mounted directly to a special linkage at the top of the

strut and is controlled in pitch and elevation by elec-

trically driven motors. This special fitting at the top

of the strut has a large fitting for heavy models and

a smaller fitting for lighter models. The pitch control

mechanism is gear driven and provides an angle-of-

attack range of -10 ° to 50 ° for the large fitting and

-10 ° to 40 ° for the smaller fitting. The elevation

control mechanism is also gear driven and has a ver-

tical range of 7.25 ft. Model yaw is provided by the

use of the model cart yaw system as described pre-
viously. The vertical strut is designed for a 1200-1b

model with the aerodynamic loads listed in chart B.

Model Support Cart 3

Model support cart 3 is shown in figure 42(a)

and has an arc-sector model support (C-sting) with
a pitch capability of -5 to 35 °, but it has no ad-

justable height capability. The C-sting was designed

to position the model on the centerline of the tunnel

for all pitch and yaw conditions. The design load for

the cart is 17 000 lb in lift and 5000 lb in drag.

B

Component

Normal force, lb .......

Axial force, lb ........

Pitching moment, in-lb ....

Rolling moment, in-lb .....

Yawing moment, in-lb .....

Side force, lb ........

Load

Large fitting
+3 000
± 1 000

+25 000

4-10 000

4-10000
± 1 000

Small fitting
4-1 000

i500

4-15000

4-5 000

:t:5 000

=1:500

Model Support Cart 4

Model support cart 4 is a universal support sys-

tem that utilizes a three-joint rotary sting (referred

to as the a -/3 sting) as illustrated in figure 42(b).

The vertical support mast is mounted in a structure
supported by a tubular space frame in a manner sim-

ilar to that used on carts 1 and 2. The design of

cart 4 provides for a vertical mast translation of as

much as 5.5 ft. The a-/3 sting, shown in more detail

in figure 42(c), has an angle-of-attack range (a) from

-32 ° to 32 ° and an angle-of-sideslip range (/_) from

-32 ° to 32 ° . Any angle of attack and angle of sideslip

within these ranges may be set while maintaining the
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modellocationon thecenterlineof thetunnel. The
straightair stingis shownattachedat rotarysting
joint 1 in figure42(c).Modelsupportcart4 hasthe
sameloadcapacityascarts1and2.

All modelsupportcarts, struts, andsting sys-
temshavea high-pressureair-supplycapabilityor
three-phasevariable-frequencyelectricsystemsto
providepowerfor propulsionsystemsimulationon
themodels.

Model Propulsion Systems

Thetwoprimarymeansof providingfor model-
propulsion-systemsimulationin the 14-by 22-Foot
Tunnelare by useof compressedair and electric
motors. The compressed-airsystemis usedfor a
widerangeof applicationsto simulatedirect jets,
for poweringair-driventurbinesimulations,andfor
boundary-layercontrol,whereasthe electricmotors
areusedto supplypowerfor propellersandrotors.
Thehigh-pressurecompressed-airsystemisregulated
fromthetunnelcontrolroomandcansupplyfrom0
to 4000psiofair to themodel.Themaximumquan-
tity ofair availablefromthesystemisapproximately
30.0lbm/secat 4000psi. A central4300-psiasys-
temreceiveshigh-pressureair froma primarysource
locatedat theLangleyResearchCenter,andtheair
is thendistributedto thecontrolstationin the test
chamberand the modelpreparationarea(MPA) .
All modelsusingthe air-supplysystemmusthave
high-pressurecomponentsdesignedandtestedin ac-
cordancewith references9and10.

Thereare threevariable-frequencyelectricsup-
ply systemsavailablefor usein thetunnelandin the
MPA for electricallypoweredmodels. Thelargest
of thesesystems,whichis locatedin thetest cham-
berbeneaththetunneltestsection,isathree-phase,
660-V,210-A,variable-frequency(upto 440-Hz)gen-
eratorratedat 240kVA.This is theprimarysystem
usedforelectricallypoweredtestsin thetunnel.The
othertwogeneratorsare204-A,150-kW,three-phase
generatorsratedat 62.5kVAwitha frequencyrange
from 10to 400Hz with a 200-hplimitation. These
two generatorsarelocatedin the buildingadjacent
to the MPA. A feedercapableof transmittingthe
full outputof bothgeneratorsis providedfrom the
generatorto thetestsectionandMPA.

Special Test Equipment

Special test equipment available for wind-tunnel

investigations include the following: a moving-belt

ground plane, a boundary-layer removal system, a

laser velocimeter (LV) system, and several flow-

visualization techniques.

Moving-Belt Ground Plane

The moving-belt ground plane provides a mov-

ing floor section that is 20 ft long and can provide a

maximum ground speed of 120 ft/sec. This system
contains a 14-ft wide continuous belt mounted on a

cart that can be transported on transverse rollers as

shown in figure 43. A typical test-section configura-

tion using the moving-belt ground plane is shown in

figure 6. The overall length of the belt is approxi-

mately 46 ft. It is made of 1/8-in-thick heat-wowm

wool (weighs 0.30 lb/ft 2) that has been treated to

make it air impermeable. The life of the belt mate-

rial has not yet been determined through wear; how-

ever, based on information from moving-belt systeras

in other tunnels, the running time expected from the

belt would be approximately 1000 hr.

Boundary-Layer Removal System

The boundary-layer removal system is shown in

figure 44 and consists of a blower and 900-hp drive

motor, a suction plenum chamber, interconnecting

ducts, and control valves. The system contains

a centrifugal exhauster that is capable of moving

100000 standard cubic feet per minute (scfm) and
a butterfly-type airflow valve that is used to control
the volume of air removed from the test section. The

boundary layer entering the test section is removed

from the floor by means of suction through a perfo-
rated plate that is 21 ft wide and 5.65 ft long. The

location of the boundary-layer removal system in the

test section is shown in figure 6. The boundary-layer

removal system can be run regardless of the test-

section configuration, and it is always used when the

moving-belt ground plane is being used.

Laser Velocimeter System

A two-component laser velocimeter (LV) is avail-

able for making nonintrusive flow field velocity mea-

surements. The LV system is operated in the

backscatter mode and is normally configured to mea-

sure the longitudinal and vertical velocity compo-

nents (ref. 11). The measurement sample volume is

less than 0.39 in. long and is approximately 0.008 in.

in diameter over the focal length of the system which
is 9 to 25 ft. A 12-W argon-ion laser provides the

light source and is typically operated at a 4-W out-

put (in all lines) at the exit of the laser. The trans-

mitting and receiving optics packages consist of two-

component two-color units. The zoom lens system

consists of a 3-in. clear-aperture negative lens and

a 21-in. clear-aperture positive lens. The negative

lens is computer controlled to provide the capabil-

ity of positioning the sample volume laterally across

the test section. In addition, the final folding mirror
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canbepannedandtilted, undercomputercontrol,
to provideadditionaltraversingcapability. Bragg
cellsareincorporatedin the systemto alleviatedi-
rectionalambiguityin eachvelocitycomponent.A
linediagramof thesystemis shownin figure45(a),
anda photographof thesystemispresentedin fig-
ure45(b).Thissystemismountedonanx- y travers-
ingrig shownin figure45(c).Thetraversingrigcan
beoperatedeithermanuallyorundercomputercon-
trol with a positioningaccuracyof 4-0.02 in. at a

speed of 10 in/min. This rig provides an additional

traversing capability of 7 ft vertical and 4-3 ft hori-

zontal for the entire optics package. The traversing

rig is mounted on wheels and can be moved to various

positions along the test section. An isolated LV cali-

bration room is located adjacent to the test chamber

(fig. 2). This room enables calibration and prepa-

ration of the LV system to be conducted without

interfering with normal tunnel operation. The op-

eration of the LV is governed by the guidelines found
in reference 12.

Flow Visualization

Several methods of flow visualization including

simple yarn tufts, sublimating chemicals, liquid crys-
tals, and fluorescent oil dyes are available for use

at the tunnel. In addition, there are several smoke

generators and smoke wands available for examining
local flow characteristics as well as free-stream and

wake characteristics. Sublimating chemical or liq-

uid crystal techniques are available for investigations

dealing with laminar-to-turbulent boundary-layer-

transition phenomena. Fluorescent oil and minitufts

illuminated with ultraviolet lights are routinely used

for studying surface flow characteristics. In addition,

smoke can be injected into the tunnel and the LV sys-

tem can be configured to generate a light sheet that
will illuminate a smoke screen for two-dimensional

flow field analysis.

Data Acquisition System

Tests conducted in the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel or-

dinarily fall into one of two categories: (1) static tests

where time-averaged data are of primary concern,

and (2) dynamic tests where time-dependent data
are of primary concern. In both cases, the models

are mounted rigidly in the tunnel by means of force
balances and are restrained in all directions of mo-

tion. Tests of airplane configurations, wing sections,

and various forms of bodies generally tend to be con-

ducted as static tests. However, tests of powered

helicopter models, rotors, and propellers tend pri-

marily to be conducted as dynamic tests, and data

are sampled continuously with respect to some ref-

erence time signal. Two separate data systems are

used for the two types of tests: they may be op-

erated as independent stand-alone systems, or they

may be linked together to acquire data simultane-

ously against a governing reference signal.

Steady-State Data

The static-test data acquisition system is based

on two ModComp Classic computers and is designed

to acquire steady-state force and pressure data from

models located either in the test section or in any of
five test sites in the MPA. Either computer system

can be used to support data acquisition during tunnel

operation or model buildup and checkout in the

MPA. This capability is accomplished through the

use of several patch racks located in the tunnel
control room.

The system can provide up to 50 V of direct-

current excitation for the instrumentation channels,

and it accepts analog, digital, and frequency inputs.

Each computer is capable of acquiring data from

96 analog channels and 16 digital channels. The

digital interface can be chained across computers to

provide up to 32 digital channels on one system. The
frequency input is acquired using digital channels.

The lowest analog input range is -12.5 to 12.5 mV

and the highest range is -10 to 10 V full scale. The

digital inputs may be either five-digit 20-bit binary

or six-digit binary-coded decimal.
Model instrumentation is connected to the data

acquisition system via model interface (MIF) con-

soles. Each MIF console has the capability of 48

analog channels and 8 digital channels. The MIF

consoles contain the excitation voltage sources for
model instrumentation, tachometer interface for ac-

quiring frequency inputs, and a thermocouple refer-

ence point. Also included are patching panels for

auxiliary and video inputs.

Dynamic Data

Two frequency-modulator (FM) tape recorders
are available for recording unsteady signals; the

first of these is a basic M-track tape recorder and

the other is a computer-controlled, 28-track tape

recorder with a Hewlett-Packard (HP) 1000 com-
puter system aS controller.

The HP-1000 computer also controls a Maerodyne
10-channel, analog-to-digital conversion unit that is

capable of digitizing previously recorded analog data
at speeds up to 100000 samples per second. These

digitized data are then stored on tape for further

analysis.

Instrumentation

A collection of commonly used instrumentation is

maintained at the facility and is available to users
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uponrequest.This instrumentationconsistsprimar-
ily of variousstraingaugebalances,both differen-
tial andabsolutepressuretransducers,and'accelero-
meters.In general,instrumentationthat is unique
to specialuserrequirementswill haveto besupplied
by the userunlessit is providedthrougha special
agreementwithNASA.

Wiring Description

Instrumentationwiring is normallyroutedfrom
the modelthroughthe modelsupportsystemto a
modelinterface(MIF) consolelocatedbeneaththe
test section.TheMIF consoleprovidesinterfacecir-
cuits for all datachannelsavailableon the dataac-
quisitionsystem,andauxiliaryconnectionsareavail-
ableto supportup to 1024pressuremeasurements
usingtheelectronicallyscannedpressure(ESP)sys-
temor 2820pressuremeasurementsusingscanivalve
systems.

The thermocouplesusedin the 14-by 22-Foot
Tunnelare iron-constantan,and a 32°Freference
junctionisprovidedin theMIF console.

The modelinstrumentationleadsare normally
installedin the modelpreparationareausinguser-
suppliedwiringwithGovernment-furnishedplugsfor
thewiringconnectionto theMIF console.

ThefacilityhasseveralidenticalMIF consolesto
supportmodelbuildupand testing. Normallyone
MIF consoleis requiredpermodelsetup.TheMIF
consoleallowsfunctionalchecksand calibrationof
modelinstrumentationprior to tunnelentry. After
modelbuildupandcheckoutin theMPA,theentire
modelassembly,includingMIF console,ismovedinto
thetunnelfor testing.

PressureMeasurements

Multiplepressuremeasurementsin the14-by22-
FootTunnelutilizeeithertheelectronicallyscanned
pressure(ESP)systemor the scanivalvemeasuring
system. The scanivalvecontrolsystemis conven-
tional and canoperate10steppers.Eachstepper
canoperatesix48-portscanivalveheadsfor a total
of 2820pressureswith a referencepressurefor each
head.

TheESPsystemconsistsofadataacquisitionand
calibrationunit, a pressurecontrolunit, andup to
16pressure-measuringmoduleshaving32portseach.
TheESPsystemis designedto permitsimultaneous
measurementof upto 512modelpressures.A sec-
ondESPsystemprovidesanadditional512pressures
for a total of 1024pressures.TheESPmodulesare
normallymountedinsidethemodelfor bestresults.
Thenominalsizeof acurrentESPmoduleis 1.0in.

by2.2in. by1.18in., not includingthepressuretub-
ing. Specificapplicationof ESPmodulesto a given
modelwill needto accountforphysicalarrangement,
thermalprotection,andpossiblevariationsin geom-
etry of advancedESPmodules.Additionalpressure
measurementsmaybemadewith individualpressure
transducersastestconditionsmayrequire.

ForceMeasurements
Modelforceandmomentmeasurementsaremade

with a sting-mounted,six-componentstrain gauge
balance(accuracywithin =t=0.5percentof full scale).
A list of thebalancesavailableat the NASALang-
leyResearchCenterisavailableon request.Foreach
balancethelisting providesa brief dimensionalde-
scriptionandthe designloadrangefor eachof the
componentsmeasuredby the balance.The useof
Langleybalancesispreferredandtheselectionshould
bemadeearlyin thetestplanning.The708and72!)
aretypicalbalancesusedin the 14-by22-FootTun-
nel. Drawingsof thesetwo balancesareshownin
figure46.Thesebalancesalongwith theothersnor.-
mally usedin this tunnelare listedin table6. All
balanceslistedin table6 aresecuredto the model
supportsystemby meansof a taperedplug, anti.-
rotationkey,andlockingnut. Modelrequirements
maysometimesrequirethat a taperedsocketbe in--
cludedasa part of the model(forexample,anem-
pennageassemblymountedto a fuselageby means
of abalance).Tapergaugesareavailableto ensure_
precisefit ofthebalancein thetaperedsocket.Force
balancessuppliedby usersmustmeetrigid design
requirementsandbeavailablefor benchcalibration
at least3monthsprior to testentry.

In general,modelsshallbedesignedaccordingto
the requirementsof reference9. A modelsystems
reportis requiredfor all modelsystemsto be tested
in the 14-by 22-FootTunnel.This reportmustbe
submittedto theFacilitySafetyHeadat least8weeks
prior to tunnelentry. The reportwill contain,as
a minimum,as-builtdrawingsof configurationsto
be tested,designconditionsand loads,stressand
stabilityreports,andrequiredinspectionandquality
assurancereports. Deliveryof the completemodel
systemis requiredat least6 weeksprior to tunnel
entry.Somecomplexmodelsmayrequireadditional
setuptime, andthus an earlierdeliverydatemay
be desirable.Modeldeliveryand setupshouldbe
coordinatedwith theTunnelOperationsEngineer.

Data Processing

Pretest Information

Priorto thesetupandcheckoutof amodelin the
modelpreparationarea,certaininformationmustbe
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providedto theTunnelOperationsEngineer.This
shouldincludea descriptionof the model,its capa-
bilities, the requiredinstrumentation,specialdata
acquisitionandreductionneeds,anda tentativetest
program.This informationis usedto schedulethe
useof variouspiecesof hardwareaswellasto pro-
videinputsto thestandarddataacquisitionandre-
ductionsoftware.Asfar asis practicalpriorto tun-
nel entry,anyspecialdataacquisitionor reduction
requirementsmustbe identifiedand definedby the
userto beincorporatedinto thesystemfor checkout.

Oncea modelhasbeeninstalledin the model
preparationarea,standardsoftwareisusedto verify
the integrityof the straingaugebalanceandother
modelinstrumentation.The softwarewill alsoac-
quirethedataneededto calibratethemodelinstru-
mentationand will provideappropriatesensitivity
constantsthroughspecializedcalibrationalgorithms.
Thestandarddatareductionsoftwareisthenusedto
checktheinstrumentationforproblemssuchasleaks
inpressuremeasurementsystems,balance-to-ground
interference,andthermocouplegroundloops.

On-Line Data Processing

On-linedataprocessingprogramsprovidethetest
engineerwith informationneededto direct the re-
searchinvestigation.Thedataarereducedto coeffi-
cientformfor real-timegraphicdisplayor near-real-
timetabulardisplayonalineprinter.

Final Data Processing
Final data processingis conductedoff-lineon

a time-availablebasis. The data reductionpro-
gramandgraphicdisplayprogramsprovidethesame
capabilitiesthat the real-timeprogramsprovide.
The datamaybe copiedto magnetictapeusinga
standardinterfaceformatfor transmittalto remote
computers.

User Cost

It is not normalpracticeto chargefor teststhat
areof mutualinterestto both theuserandthe U.S.
Government.Thedata resultingfrom sucha mu-
tually beneficialtest programresidein the public
domainandwill normallybeanalyzedandreported
byGovernmentresearchersasformalNASApublica-
tions. It is recognized,however,that theuniquefea-
turesof the 14-by 22-FootTunnelmaymakeit the
only facilityavailablefor testsin whicha potential
usermayhavea proprietaryconcernthat wouldbe
compromisedby the generalpublicationof results.
The procedureto beusedfor accessto the 14-by
22-FootTunnelis delineatedin reference13 (which
canbeobtainedfromLangleyalongwith refs.9, 10,

12

and12). Feesfor the wind-tunneltestsaredecided
onacase-by-easebasisbyLangleymanagementpro-
videdthere is, in the opinionof the NASALang-
leyTechnicalManagement,adequatejustificationfor
conductingsuchtests.Detailedcostinformationmay
beobtainedfromtheSubsonicAerodynamicsBranch
Headat theLangleyResearchCenterby writingto:

NASALangleyResearchCenter
Head,SubsonicAerodynamicsBranch

Mail Stop286
Hampton,VA 23665-5225

The initial contactfor the 14-by 22-FootTunnel
is the SubsonicAerodynamicsBranchHead.If the
proposedtest is feasible,a meetingis scheduledto
establisha mutuallyacceptableplanasto howthe
programshouldproceed.

NASALangleyResearchCenter
Hampton,VA23665-5225
Julyll, 1990
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Table 1. Cross-Sectional Area of Closed Test-Section Tunnel

Inlet area, Outlet area, Area ratio Length,
Component ft 2 ft 2 (outlet/inlet) ft

Contraction .......

Test section .......

First diffuser a ......

Second diffuser ......

Third diffuser ......

Fourth diffuser ......

Fan section .......

Return duet b ......

2835.75

315.38

318.70

850.50

929.25

1243.10

1244.40

2835.75

315.38

318.70

850.50

929.25

1244.40

2835.75

1243.10

2835.75

8.99

1.01

2.67

1.09

1.34

2.28

1.00

1.00

60.00

50.00

142.50

20.66
54.33

170.00

45.50

148.00

aFor open test section, the first diffuser is shortened by 18 ft. bReturn duct is between
the fourth diffuser and the contraction.

Table 2. Coordinate Parameters for First Diffuser

x, h, w, Area, Oh, Ow,
_ _ _2 deg deg

49.92 14.500 21.979 318.70

0 6.78

67.67 14.500 24.083 349.21

4.84 2.57

111.26 18.188 26.042 473.63

4.84 2.57

115.00 18.500 26.209 473.63

4.84 2.57

126.00 20.135 27.375 551.21

5.91 3.55

192.50 27.000 31.500 850.50
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Table3. CoordinateParametersfor ContractionSection

X_

ft

-6O

-59

-58

-57

-56

-55

-54

-53

-52

-51

-50

-49

-48

-47

-46

-45

-44

-43

-42

-41

-40

-39

-38

-37

-36

-35
-34
-33

-32

-31

-30

-29

-28

-27

-26

-25

-24

-23

-22

-21

-20

-19

h/2, w/2, Area, 20,
ft ft ft 2 deg

24.875

24.883

24.672

24.427

24.042

23.552

23.000

22.458

21.911

21.365

20.813

20.271

19.719

19.188

18.630

18.089

17.542

17.000

16.453

15.359

15.359

14.813

14.271

13.719

13.181

12.630

12.089
11.609

11.167

10.750

10.375

10.052
9.766

9.516
9.286

9.089

8.901

8.729

8.568

8.417

8.281

8.156

28.500

28.458

28.297

28.052

27.667
27.177

26.625

26.083

25.536

24.990

24.438

23.896

23.344

22.813

22.255

21.714

21.167

20.625

20.078

18.984

18.984

18.438

17.896

17.344

16.807

16.255

15.714
15.234

14.792

14.375

14.000

13.677

13.391

13.141

12.911

12.714

12.526

12.354

12.193

12.042

11.906

11.781

2835.750

2826.861

2792.548
2740.922

2660.611

2560.308

2449.500
2343.153

2238.164

2135.568

2034.422

1937.554

1841.238

1750.859

1658.477
1571.065

1485.194
1402.500

1321.392

1166.353

1166.353

1092.422

1021.554

951.738

886.234

821.227

759.815
707.446

660.694

618.125

581.000

549.933

523.071

500.165

479.607

462.190

445.979

431.366

417.854

405.403

394.395

384.363

-5.524

-20.572

-30.937

-47.103

-57.955

-63.784

-63.318

-63.362

-63.813

-63.780

-62.892

-64.226

-61.966

-64.364

-63.358
-63.414

-62.957

-63.848

-63.011

-64.350

-63.496
-57.258

-64.393

-62.658

-63.988

-63.609

-57.258
-53.278

-50.735

-46.170

-40.860

-35.900

-31.874

-29.556

-25.775

-23.919

-22.547

-20.791

-19.563

-17.703

-16.206

-16.672
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Table3. Concluded

x, h/2, w/2, Area, 20,
ft ft ft ft 2 deg

-18
-17

-16

--15
-14

--13

-12

-11

-10

-9

-8

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

8.036
7.938

7.839

7.760

7.688

7.625

7.568

7.516

7.469

7.427

7.391

7.359

7.328

7.307

7.286

7.271

7.260

7.255

7.250

11.661
11.563

11.464

11.385

11.313

11.250

11.193

11.141

11.094

11.052

11.016

10.984

10.953

10.932

10.911

10.896

10.885

10.880

10.875

374.867
367.109

359.430

353.422

347.859

343.125

338.813

334.915

331.426

328.339

325.649

323.353

321.063

319.542

318.024

316.887

316.131

315.753

315.375

-13.099
-13.104

-9.974

-9.729

-7.889

-7.899

-6.579

-6.580

-5.264

-4.752

-4.484

-3.961

-2.637

-2.624

-2.122

-1.308

-.537

-1.055

0.000
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Table4. TurningVanesin the 14-by 22-FootSubsonicTunnel

Turningvanes
First corner .........
Secondcorner ........
Thirdcorner .........
Fourthcorner ........

Numberof
vanes

53
53
98

202

Vanespacing,
in.

9.563
9.563
7.125
3.000

Porosity,
percent
97.4
97.4
96.5
91.7

Table5. Boundary-LayerRakeCoordinate

Total
pressure

tube
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

z, in

0.50

.75

1.00

1.25

1,50

1.75

2.00

Total

pressure
tube

34

35

36
37

38

39

40

z, in.
9.00

9.25

9.50
9.75

10.00

10.50

11.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00
4,25

4,50

4,75

5,25

5.50

5,75

6.00

6.25

6.50

6.75

7.00

7.25

7.50

7.75

8.00

8.25

8.50

8.75

41

42

43

44

45
46

47

48

49

5O

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

6O

61

62

63

64

65

66

11.50

12.00

12.50

13.00

13.50

14.00

14.50
15.50

16.00

16.50

17.00

17.50

18.00

18.50

19.00

19.50

20.00

21.00

22.00

23.00

24.00

26.00

27.00

28.00

29.00

30.00
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Table6. BalancesFrequentlyUsedin the 14-by22-FootSubsonicTunnel

Balances
Normal Axial
force,lb force,lb

Pitching Rolling Yawing
moment,in-lb moment,in-lb moment,in-lb

716
708C

1613B

500 100
1200 125
1200 450

729 2500
748 1800
750 1000

708types
3000
2000
2000

1000 1000
1000 2000
1000 2000

Sideforce,
lb

300
500
500

729types
300 3500 2000 2000 500
500 7000 4000 3000 1000
500 4000 3000 3000 500

18
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Figure 1. Aerial view of the Langley 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel.

L-85-10,002
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Figure 2. Schematic of the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel and component sections. All dimensions are given in feet.
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Figure 3. Plan view of the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel showing locations of major component sections. All dimensions
are given in feet.
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Figure 4. Photograph of square-mesh grid located at end of fourth diffuser.
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Figure 5. Sketch of honeycomb and antiturbulence screen in settling chamber.
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Figure 7. Photograph of closed test section showing longitudinal slots in wall and ceiling.
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Figure 8. Sketch of open test-section configuration.
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Figure 9.

(a) Sketch of flow collector.

Flow collector used in open test-section configuration.
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(b) Photograph of flow collector.
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(c) Photograph of acoustic panels.

Figure 9. Concluded.

L-85-10,896
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(a) Upstream view of fan blade assembly.

L-80-4039

(b) Nacelle.

Figure 10. Photographs of fan and nacelle assembly.

L-80-4172
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Figure 11. Photograph of current control room in the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel.
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(a) Vanes in open position.

L-86-6491

Figure 12.

L-86-6496

(b) Vanes in closed position.

Photographs of flow-control vanes with added flap system and sketch of airfoil shape.
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I-_ 9.6

(c) Sketch of vane airfoil section in open position. Linear dimensions are given in feet.

(d) Sketch of vane in closed position.

Figuie 12. Concluded.
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Figure 13. Sketch of debris-catching screen at second corner.
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(a) Total pressure reference probe.

L-86-6494
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(b) Static pressure reference probe.

Figure 14. Photographs of total and static pressure reference probes.
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(a) Closed wind tunnel.

L-85-11,447

(b) Open wind tunnel.

Figure 15. Centerline probe mounted in test section.

5-11,372
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Figure 16. Longitudinal dynamic pressure distribution along centerline of closed test-section configuration with
no floor boundary-layer control.
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Figure 17. Longitudinal dynamic pressure distribution along centerline of closed test-section configuration with
floor boundary-layer control.
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Figure 18. Longitudinal dynamic pressure distribution along centerline of closed test-section configuration with
ceiling slots open and no floor boundary-layer control.
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Figure 19. Comparison of measured and predicted dynamic pressure distribution along centerline of closed
test-section configuration with no floor boundary-layer control.
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Figure 20. Static pressure variation through test section versus dynamic pressure for various test-section

configurations.
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Figure 21. Longitudinal dynamic pressure distribution along centerline of open test-section configuration with
no floor boundary-layer control.
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Figure 22. Longitudinal dynamic pressure distribution along centerline of open test-section configuration with

floor boundary-layer control.
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Figure 23. Static pressure data from tunnel stations -50 to 100 for closed test-section configuration with

qcc = 70 psf.
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Figure 24. Static pressure data from tunnel stations -50 to 100 for open test-section configuration with

qcc = 70 psf.
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Figure 25. Static pressure data from tunnel stations -50 to 100 for closed test-section configuration with

ceiling slots open and qc_ = 70 psf.
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Figure 26. Static pressure distribution around entire tunnel circuit for closed test-section configuration with
qoo = 70 psf.
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Figure 28. Sketch of elliptical wing model used in flow angularity test.
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Figure 29. Sketch of elliptical wing model mounted in the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel.
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Figure 30. Measurements of vertical flow angle using lift data of an elliptical wing at qc_ = 60 psf.
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Figure 31. Measurements of side flow angle using lift data of an elliptical wing at qoc = 60 psf.
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Figure 32. Sketch of hot-wire probe and boundary-layer rake location in the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel.
dimensions are given in feet unless specified' otherwise.
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Figure 33. Velocity profiles displaying boundary layer of closed test-section floor at tunnel station
x = 17.75 ft.
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Figure 34. Effect of turbulence reduction system on longitudinal turbulence intensity for the closed test section.
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Figure 35. Effect of flow collector on longitudinal turbulence intensity for the open test section.
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Figure 37. Sting and balance combination commonly used in the 14- by 22-foot Tunnel. All linear dimensions

are given in inches and tunnel sections are given in feet.
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Figure 37. Concluded.



Roll coupling

/-- Sting

! /'- Balance

Notes:

1. Available knuckles (ek): 0°, 1°, 2°, 4°, 6°, 9°, 12°, 15°, 18°, 24 °, 35°

2. Knuckles can be rolled 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270 °.

3. Roll coupling can be set at nominal (+ 5° adjustment)
angles of 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270 °.

Figure 38. Small knuckle for use in sting assemblies.
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Figure 39. Typical straight sting used in the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel. All dimensions are given in inches.
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Figure 40. Sketch of air stings used in the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel to get high-pressure air onboard the model.
All dimensions are given in inches.
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Figure 41. Vertical model support system mounted on model support cart 2 with capability to bring high-
pressure air onboard the model.
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Figure 42.

(a) Model support cart 3.

Sketches of model support carts 3 and 4. All dimensions are given in inches.
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Figure 42. Continued.
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Figure 43. Moving-belt ground plane used in the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel.
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Figure 45. Laser velocimeter (LV) used in the 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel.
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(b) Photograph of LV system.
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(c) x- y traversing rig of LV system.

Figure 45. Concluded.
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are given in inches.
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